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Chapter 1 – Company Profile Manager (Company Role) Notification Recipient 
 
Whenever users in company roles are assigned as recipients, MAC evaluates the record that 
triggered the notification for a company relationship. It uses this to determine the appropriate 
people to notify. These notifications are designated with a # by the Will Receive Notification 
symbol. When you see a #, you know that you are set up as a recipient based on a company 
role. Here are the company roles used in notifications: 
 
All these notifications are set so that you Can Opt Out. This means you will get them unless you 
opt out. If you don’t want them, opt out. Be careful opting out if you are the only user with that role 
for the company, particularly lab managers and facility profile managers. 
 
If you want the notifications, you don’t need to apply any filters. It is normally not good to filter on 
a notification with the checkmark and pound sign. It’s too easy to create a conflict and filtering 
does not overwrite the internal filtering done by MAC. 
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Chapter 2 – Company Profile Managers 
 
MAC provides Company Profile Managers with notifications related to users and access. Because 
Company Profile Manager is a company role and there is a company or companies on the access 
request, MAC programming knows which Company Profile Managers to notify without needing a 
subscription or filters. 
 
Company Contact has been created 

 
This notification is triggered when a District Application Coordinator (DAC) or system administrator 
approves an access request or adds a new user to a company profile. Company profile managers 
will receive an email for each role the user is given. 
 
Company has granted access 
 
This notification is triggered when the company profile manager on one company grants access 
to another company. MAC notifies the company profile manager of the company being granted 
access so the request can be reviewed and accepted or rejected. 
 
Company has approved access 
 
This notification is triggered when the company profile manager of the company that has been 
granted access by another company approves the request. MAC notifies the company profile 
manager of the company granting access so they know the request has been accepted. 
 
Company access has been rejected 
 
This notification is triggered when the company profile manager of the company that has been 
granted access by another company rejects the request. MAC notifies the company profile 
manager of the company granting access so they know the request has been rejected. 
 
Company access has been updated 

 
This notification is triggered when the company profile manager on one company has granted 
access to another company and the granting company makes an update to the existing grant 
access record. MAC notifies the company profile manager of the company being granted access 
so the updated record can be reviewed and accepted or rejected. 
 
Company access has been removed 
 

This notification is triggered when the company profile manager on one company has granted 
access to another company and the granting company removes the existing grant access record. 
MAC notifies the company profile manager of the company being granted access so the company 
profile manager knows that they no longer have access to the granting company’s samples. 
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Company access has been reactivated 
 
This notification is triggered when the company profile manager on one company has granted 
access to another company and the granting company has removed the existing grant access 
record, then reactivates it. MAC notifies the company profile manager of the company being 
granted access so the company profile manager knows that they have access to the granting 
company’s samples again. 


